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SALESIAN SPIRITUALITY
Model for Collaboration

I Goals of this Resource Book

 To work toward a definition of collaboration;
 To identify the characteristics of a spirituality that "fits" a collaborative

style of ministry;
 To show how Salesian spirituality is consistent with a collaborative

model of ministry;
 To examine roadblocks to collaboration;
 To present the values and skills needed for collaboration;
 To enable readers to understand how to learn, live and disseminate

Salesian Spirituality in a collaborative manner.

II Oblates of St. Francis de Sales: MISSION

"To achieve the imitation of Christ and to carry out the service of the Church
in the modern world by learning (editor's addition), living and spreading
Salesian doctrine."

- (Province Plan, page 7)

III Oblates of St. Francis de Sales: METHOD in MINISTRY

"We will give special emphasis to lay collaboration by providing our lay co-
workers with a strong foundation in Salesian spirituality and by inviting them
to join us in a collegial style of ministry. Effective collaboration will be
absolutely necessary if we are to continue to carry out our mission."

- (Province Plan. page 9)

IV Why Collaborate?

We can choose to disseminate Salesian spirituality in a variety of ways. We
can choose to minister in any manner that we choose. However, ministry is
about meeting the needs of the Church in the context, the culture, the climate,
the milieu, the times in which we find ourselves, and to anticipate the needs of
the Church in the times to come. Given that caveat, collaboration seems best
suited to the Post-Conciliar times in which we live:
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"All members of the Church participate in the holiness of God and are called
to actualize that holiness within their lives: they are to clearly manifest that
which they are already are. Thus, the Christian life is a collaboration with a
gift received. This collaboration is accomplished by recognizing that Jesus
Christ is the source of Christian character and that it is Jesus Christ who leads
the baptized into the full flowering of this Christian character by the gift of the
Holy Spirit."

- (Lumen Gentium, Chapter 5)

Collaboration seems best suited for successful, satisfying and sanctifying
ministry for the times and culture in which we live and work.

V Theological Assumptions behind Collaboration

 God is the source of all gifts;
 All persons are gifted;
 All gifts are intended to help achieve personal spiritual growth;
 All gifts are intended to support the spiritual growth of others;
 Collaborative living and working is about being open to and aware of the

power and inspiration of the Holy Spirit in myself, others and in the
circumstances of daily life.

VI Collaboration Defined

Put ten people in a room and there we will find at least eleven understandings
of collaboration. For the sake of simplicity, we offer two attempts at defining
the salient features of "collaboration:"

"It is a response to the call received in baptism and confirmation to recognize
the Spirit's charisms in all people and in individual persons. It is rooted in
understanding the church as a communion of the people of God in which each
member shares in the universal call to holiness, mission and ministry. It is a
way of acting more efficiently, and is a communal expression of all the
baptized to participate in the priestly, prophetic and kingly ministry of Christ."
- (Cooper, Collaborative Ministry. Paulist Press, 1993)

"It is a mutual, shared approach of identifying, releasing and uniting the gifts
of all baptized persons." (Sofield and Juliano, Collaborative Ministry. Ave
Maria Press, 1987)
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VII The Need for A Spiritual Foundation for Collaboration

In the absence of a spiritual basis for its practice, collaboration may simply be
another technique or gimmick for "getting the job done." Authentic
collaboration is a spiritual way of relating to me and my neighbor with the
goal of identifying, releasing and uniting the gifts of the Holy Spirit. The goal?
To build the Kingdom of God.

This foundation has six characteristics:

1. Reflective in the midst of a busy life

I need to make time each day, throughout the day to reflect upon my
relationship with Jesus Christ. I need to learn how to reflect upon the presence
of a God who loves me, sustains me, challenges me and forgives me. I need to
recognize the presence of a God who provides me with all of the activities and
experiences of daily life as the context in which God calls me to grow in
holiness.

2. What I do in each present moment is consistent with a God-centered life

My faith life must spillover into whatever I am doing right now, at this very
moment. Spirituality is not about withdrawing from the world; it is about
entering it, asking for the eyes, the heart, and the mind of God to recognize my
own dignity and the dignity of all creation.

 I have to work toward building a shared vision with others;
 I have to share my dreams and my fears, my hopes and my anxieties, my

joy and my sadness;
 I have to share from my core, from my heart.

3. Fits me where I am, who I am, how I am

Does it fit me as I am? Male? Female? The occupation in which I am
engaged? The culture from which I come? The situation in which I find
myself? The stage of development in which I find myself? Married, single,
widowed, divorced? Does it enable me to be who I am/to become more of who
God may be calling me to be?

4. It is a journey of the heart, a passionate life
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It can't be all "head." It cannot be merely intellectual. It has to involve the
passions. It has to nourish me, feed me, and touch every aspect of my being. It
demands an openness to all of my feelings, not just some. It is the challenge of
integrity; that is, involving all of who I am."

5. It helps me to deal with the experience of setback and failure

Spirituality is not about perfectionism. I am not perfect. I am called to be
perfected as God is perfect. God speaks to me in failure, as well as in success;
in illness, as well as health; in sadness, as well as in joy; in confusion, as well
as in certitude. Spirituality is less about being perfect and more about learning
to be content or patient in the process. Spirituality is less about never falling
and more about learning how to brush myself off as I learn from the school of
hard knocks.

6. Leads to compassionate action

My relationship with God should lead to practice humility and gentleness. It
requires action: not mere sympathy, not only empathy, but also real
compassion = invitation to walk with, work with and live with others. (Sofield,
Towards a Spirituality for Collaborative Ministry. De Sales School of
Theology and the De Sales Center for Lay Spirituality, 1996)

VIII Salesian Spirituality: A Collaborative Model/Vision

Salesian spirituality is a rich, empowering and challenging vision for living a
God-centered life of service to one's brothers and sisters. It is a practical,
down-to-earth approach for making real and tangible here on earth something
of the justice, reconciliation and peace promised forever in heaven.

Salesian spirituality is a life of integrating the love of God, self and neighbor.
Clearly, it meets the six requirements - and then some – for pursuing a
collaborative model for living, working, following and leading in the cultural,
political, social, economic and religious milieu in which we live.

1. It calls me to reflect upon who I am/what I am doing in the midst of a busy
life.

2. It is about intentionality: it calls me to express my love for God in all the
actions of my life, both great and small. Done for the love of God, all
actions are sanctifying and salvific.

3. It challenges me to meet well the duties, responsibilities and challenges of
my life as it is.
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4. It is a life of doing ordinary things well, with zeal, with passion, with heart.
All that I do comes from my core.

5. It challenges me to accept the signified/permissive will of God in every
event, including setbacks, frustrations and failures.

6. It invites me to imitate the humble, gentle Christ who came to serve, not to
be served, to relate to myself and others in a compassionate manner.

IX Grace Build on Nature: Qualities needed to practice Collaboration

Salesian spirituality is down-to-earth. It is practical. It employs ordinary, every
day, easily available means for living a life of holiness and for
challenging/supporting others to do the same in a collegial manner. Some of
these ordinary resources upon which our overall mission and method in
ministry include:

 Mutual respect;
 Willingness to seek truth;
 Willingness to serve the common good;
 Belief that everyone has gifts to contribute;
 Attentive to the Spirit present and active in myself and others;
 Availability to others;
 Readiness to dialogue;
 Fidelity to Building the Kingdom together.

X Leadership Skills

We are disciples of Jesus Christ; that is, we follow Jesus lead – we "live Jesus"
- and pray for the grace to continue the ministry He established. Discipleship -
followship - is also about leadership. All of us lead the way in the mission to
learn, live and disseminate Salesian spirituality. All of us lead in creating
environment in which all people can do this in a collegial, collaborative
environment.

How do we all lead? Formally -- and informally -- by example.

 To create a climate of safety

People need to experience a modicum of safety and security as the context in
which folks can risk, challenge and grow.

 To encourage interaction among the members of the group
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By increasing the number of people who actively participate in the life of the
group, the stronger and more viable that group will be. Where members of the
group consistently choose to sit on the sidelines, the strength and viability of
the group is diminished.

 To adhere to the task developed by the group

High participation by group members, while desirable, is only half of the story
of success. Keeping the group focused on the ultimate mission and goals of the
group is paramount.

 To direct the group toward that purpose

Group interactions, discussions and processes must lead to concrete actions,
actions that support the mission and goals of the group. Most groups fail for
one of two reasons: (1) there is no clearly articulated purpose, or (2) the
mission ceases to be the primary standard by which the progress (or lack
thereof) is measured.

 To intervene when the dynamic of the group is preventing progress

Members of the group must be willing to recognize, name and manage those
issues that may be diverting energy and attention from the mission and goals
of the group. The usual focus of this intervention deals with the emotions/fears
of members in the group.

 To evaluate the progress of the group

There is a need to establish and nourish both formal and informal means of
evaluating the progress of the group and the progress of the individual
members of the group. This, of course, is most effective when practiced in an
environment in which members feel "safe" enough to discuss, to examine, to
speak, to listen, to risk, to challenge and to grow.

- (Sofield and Kuhn, The Collaborative Leader. Ave Marie press, 1995)

XI Obstacles to Collaboration

Salesian spirituality is optimistic. It focuses upon our goodness. It focuses
upon our God-given possibilities and potential. Nonetheless, Salesian
spirituality is not naive: focusing upon our goodness should not blind us from
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those things within us and among us that prevent us from making the Gospel
real in our lives.

So, too, with collaboration. We must recognize, name and confront real
obstacles to living and working in a collaborative manner. Some of the more
common and frequently-encountered obstacles, attitudinal and behavioral,
include:

 Attitudinal

Destructive competitiveness

Blinds me to the gifts of others or interferes with the freedom to unite
my gifts with others,

Parochialism

Narrowness of thinking. I discount those outside of my family, group,
committee or parish. Too worried about maintaining what I have. Stifles
creativity and vision. I miss the "big picture."

Arrogance

I approach others from a position of superiority. I have no need for the
gifts and talents of others. I look down on others.

I believe that I have all the answers, but that nobody in authority will
either listen or do anything about it.

Burnout (Four steps)

1. Almost excessive, exclusive commitment to work or ministry;

2. Constantly tired and speak enthusiastically about how tired I feel;

3. I withdraw from others and display disappointment in self and
ministry;

4. Terminal cynicism; free-floating hostility; others are treated as
adversaries and are subject to constant condemnation.
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(Note: folks in these last two stages often cannot accept support or
challenge from friends and may need professional therapy)

 Behavioral

Hostility

More than a feeling; it is a behavior that treats others as enemies; others
are not seen as potential partners but as potential adversaries. (Source:
anger that remains unrecognized or unaddressed.)

Unwillingness to deal with conflict

"Peace at any price."

Unwillingness to deal with loss in healthy ways

There are two forms of this:

1. Avoiding actual/perceived loss as it is occurring;

2. Clinging to real/perceived loss long after it has occurred.

Learned helplessness

I see myself as a victim. I have no influence over my life; my life is at
the mercy of others' actions. This leads to physical illness, depression or
passive-aggressive behavior. I take no initiative or responsibility.

Lack of commitment or training

Are financial resources available? Is time available?

Failure to share faith

Collaboration requires a level of intimacy or openness that may be
threatening. I may view my faith as a "private" affair. Collaboration
without sharing spirituality is hollow at best, manipulative at worst.

Failure to integrate sexuality
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I do not experience sexuality as gift. I can fear it, I can obsess about it,
or I can ignore it. Sexuality is a source of tremendous power and
passion: essentially, it is good.

(Sofield and Juliano, Collaborative Ministry. Ave Maria Press, 1987)

XII Collaborative Ministry in the Salesian Tradition Defined

"Salesian collaboration is best conceived as a dialogical, mutual engagement
in the art of "Living Jesus." It means teaching each other, growing together,
mining the tradition together, sharing the various wisdoms gained through our
diverse life experiences." (Wright, Leaven for the Loaf. DeSales Spirituality
Center: 1995)

XIII Collaboration in the Salesian Tradition: Requires...

Appendix "C" of the Five-Year Province Plan speaks to the powerful vehicle
for collaboration that Salesian spirituality is. Again, since it is very practical,
the Salesian practice of collaboration includes our willingness and efforts -
each day - to do the following:

1. The ability to live and work in relationships;

2. Establishing formal and informal means of identifying an individual's gifts;

3. A willingness to both accept and delegate responsibility;

4. The daily practice of humility and gentleness;

5. The recognition and acceptance of the various roles and functions of
individuals;

6. A commitment to being interdependent;

7. Ongoing communication;

8. The courage to resolve/manage conflict;

9. The attempt to achieve consensus and the willingness to participate in the
process.

(Province Plan, Appendix "C", pages 27 - 28)
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XIV Four Stages for any Group on the Road to Collaboration

Transition from other styles of ministry to a more collaborative one is a
gradual process. The movement toward implementing collaborative ministry
passes through some predictable stages:

1. Little, or no, collaboration

Situations where collaboration is valued and implemented are rare.

2. Recognition of value, obsession with endless discussion

Inordinate amounts of time may be consumed in trying to agree on language
around the issue of what collaboration is and how to do it. While discussions
are an important step for generating responses and clarity, too much discussion
can actually become a roadblock to the movement to greater collaboration.
Beware of endless discussions from which no actions emerge.

3. Ambivalence between moving forward and fearing change/loss

The desire to move toward greater collaboration is coupled with a fear of
doing so. Fears can be many and varied, and often relate to issues of loss and
self-esteem. Some fear loss of prestige, power, control or identity. Others may
fear the unknown demands that this change may require. These fears, if left
unrecognized and unnamed, will make greater collaboration extremely
difficult. In the face of difficulties, some will retreat.

4. Energy and action are aimed at making collaboration a reality

This is the stage of action. Growing amounts of energy are invested toward
making collaboration a reality. Individuals and groups earmark time, energy,
money and other resources to accomplish this goal.

XV Four Decisions on the Road to Collaboration

I should collaborate.

I need to explore the reasons for doing so as compared with how I am
ministering now. I have to see a value in it for me and for the community.

I want to collaborate.
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I move beyond the purely objective reasons for choosing collaboration to the
point of making a personal, conscious ownership of this model.

I can collaborate.

I believe that others (and I) possess the resources to make collaboration a
reality. Two questions must be explored before arriving at this stage: (1) Does
there exist willingness and capacity to move in the direction of collaboration?
(2) Does the group possess the skills necessary for collaborative ministry?

I will collaborate.

This calls for reassessment, adaptation, and re-education. I need to take a long,
hard look at how I/we do things now. I need to change. I need to be healed. I
need to forgive. I need conversion. I need to persevere in the face of obstacles.
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